
 
 

 

Dr hab. Katarzyna Śledziewska, prof. UW 

 

Scientific career development 

 June 2020 – appointment to the position of the professor of the University of Warsaw. 

October 2013 – award of the habilitated doctor degree.  

Institution awarding the degree: Faculty of Economic Sciences, University of Warsaw.  

Achievement which was the basis to award the habilitated doctor degree:  

“Regionalizm handlowy w XXI wieku. Przesłanki teoretyczne i analiza empiryczna” [Trade 
regionalism in 21st c. Theoretical premises and empirical Analysis], Wydawnictwa 

Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego, 2012. 

 July 1999 – defence of the PhD thesis “Teoria integracji gospodarczej a handel 
wewnątrzgałęziowy. Konsekwencje dla wymiany towarowej Polski z UE” [The theory of 
economic integration and inter-industry trade. Consequences for trade in goods between 

Poland and the EU]; thesis supervisor: Prof. J. J. Michałek. 
 December 1994 – start of PhD studies at the Faculty of Economic Sciences of the University 

of Warsaw, Department of Macroeconomy and Foreign Trade. 

 1994-1996 – postgraduate studies, MBA in the International Management School. 

 October 1994 – defence and award of the MA title, title of the MA thesis: „Ocena skutków 
handlowych wprowadzenia Układu Europejskiego między Polską a Unią Europejską” 
[Assessment of trade repercussions of the introduction of the European Treaty between 

Poland and the European Union].  

Employment in scientific institutions so far  

 from June 2020 – professor of the University of Warsaw 

 from 2016 – Managing Director of DELab UW, an interdisciplinary Digital Economy Lab at the 

University of Warsaw 

 from January 2000 – assistant professor at the Economic Faculty of the University of 

Warsaw, Department of Macroeconomy and Foreign Trade  

I started my scientific career in 1993, right after graduation from MA studies at the Faculty of 

Economic Studies at the University of Warsaw. I started working in the Economic Team of the 

European Integration Bureau of the Office of the Ministry Council. The team that I joined was 

developing the White Book preparing Poland to enter the European Union. During this time, I 

published my first research study Zmiany w handlu wynikające z układu europejskiego w 
odniesieniu do poszczególnych grup towarowych: model badawczy [Trade changes resulting from 



 
 

the European treaty with regard to specific groups of commodities: a research model] (series "Biała 
Księga”, Polska – Unia Europejska: opracowania i analizy. Gospodarka, 47, Real Press, 1993). Working 

in an interdisciplinary team and research combining theory and practical challenges made me 

realise that my future lies in scientific work. In December 1994, I began PhD studies at the Faculty of 

Economic Sciences, University of Warsaw. I decided to continue my work on macroeconomic issues, 

focusing on economic integration and globalisation of economy. In July 1999, I defended my PhD 

thesis “Teoria integracji gospodarczej a handel wewnątrzgałęziowy. Konsekwencje dla wymiany 

towarowej Polski z UE”; [The theory of economic integration and inter-industry trade. Consequences 

for trade in goods between Poland and the EU], supervised by Prof. J. J. Michałek. 1999-2004 were 

the first stage of my scientific career that I devoted to pure science, laying foundations for my 

scientific independence, crowned by the degree of a habilitated doctor that I obtained in 2012 for the 

thesis entitled „Regionalizm handlowy w XXI wieku. Przesłanki teoretyczne i analiza empiryczna” 
[Trade regionalism in 21st c. Theoretical premises and empirical analysis], WUW, 2012. In the next 

years, I continued research on regionalism, and I got interested in the digital transformation of 

economy. This was when the scientific programme Digital Economy Lab (DELab) was launched at 

the University of Warsaw. This has broadened my scientific interests by changes in the economy 

which result from digital transformation. I have also taken up interdisciplinary and applied studies. 

This experience had a significant impact on my scientific development, along with intensive 

cooperation with researchers from various scientific disciplines and my engagement covering 

different thematic fields surrounding science.  

Therefore, my activity can clearly be divided into three areas. First, purely scientific activity, visible in 

publications, participation in national and international research projects which meet the standards 

of my basic discipline. This is the most important part of my activity, not only because of the recent 

focus on bibliometric indicators and those related to grants obtained in competitions. It is also 

important, because scientific disciplines develop by pure theory and methodological standards: 

remaining in the main discipline and developing as part of it is the basic condition to be met in order 

to conduct responsible research in applied studies and spread knowledge. In the summary of my 

professional achievements, I want to present documents which allow to evaluate whether my purely 

scientific achievements in terms of publications and research meet the criteria set for candidates for 

the professor title. 

The second area is related to the activity of the already mentioned DELab, an interdisciplinary 

environment of researchers from various social disciplines who focus on studying broadly 

understood digital transformation. This resulted in purely scientific works and practical studies in the 

form of manuals and recommendations, we completed three international projects (H2020) and 

almost 50 applied projects at the request of external partners. In the next part of my summary of 

professional achievements, I will present information about these projects, which will help evaluate 

the value of the studies prepared by the team that I lead. 

The third area of my scientific activity is participation in works of international scientific teams and 

institutions which have real impact on the social and economic life. I would like to present my 

achievements also in this area, because I believe that they have a scientific value.  



 
 

Description of the most important scientific achievements  

I will describe my most important scientific achievements by presenting my main scientific interests 

from the area of macroeconomy, which cover various facets of cooperation, economic integration 

and economy globalisation. In recent years, I have focused on digitisation as a factor revolutionising 

economy throughout the world. I will describe my scientific interests by indicating key publications 

each time. A full list of my publications can be found in the List of published scientific works. Since 

2012, that is within 7 years after the award of the degree of the habilitated doctor, I have been 

publishing books, monographs and reviewed scientific articles which in total have given me 1073 

points (according to the lists of the Ministry of Science and Higher Education). Please bear in mind 

recent changes in how points are awarded, so the numbers before and after 2019 are difficult to 

compare). The list is accompanied by a bibliometric analysis. I would like to mention the main 

indicators. During my whole scientific career, I have published 132 works for the total number of 1340 

points (Ministry of Science and Higher Education), including: 9 monographs, 65 chapters in 

monographs, 7 articles with IF and 51 articles without IF. Once awarded the degree of habilitated 

doctor, I published 62 works, including 3 monographs, 33 chapters in monographs, 5 articles with IF 

and 21 articles without IF (in total 995 points of the Ministry of Science and Higher Education). 

After the award of the habilitated doctor degree 

In the last years, my scientific activity focused first and foremost on the development of innovative 

studies on digital economy, conducted as part of the Digital Economy Lab (DELab UW), which I have 

been leading since 2014.  

Research and projects have helped me deepen my knowledge about processes taking place in the 

economy as a result of digital transformation. In March 2020, a monograph co-authored with Renata 

Włoch, a sociologist, on digital transformation was published:  

 Śledziewska K., Włoch R., 2020, Gospodarka cyfrowa. Jak nowe technologie zmieniają 
świat. [Digital economy. How new technologies have been changing the world]. Warsaw, 

Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego. 

Contribution: 50% at all stages of the book preparation, from the concept, through research up to 

writing the text. 

Our publication was reviewed positively by the scientific community and was recognised by business 

practitioners – it was awarded the third place in the competition under the patronage of the National 

Bank of Poland entitled "Economicus dla najlepszych książek ekonomiczno-biznesowych" 

[Economicus for the best economic and business books] in the category of books promoting 

economic knowledge1. 

                                                             
1 https://www.gazetaprawna.pl/konferencje/economicus2020/final.html 



 
 

The book “Gospodarka cyfrowa. Jak nowe technologie zmieniają świat” [Digital Economy. How new 

technologies have been changing the world] describes social and economic processes in the times 

of advancing digital transformation. I worked on the book with an experienced sociologist whose 

competences and social optics supplemented my knowledge and understanding of economic 

processes by a social dimension. We believe that for the analysis of the 4.0 revolution it was 

important to attempt a multidimensional approach, taking into account various analytical 

perspectives and experience of all actors of the process. In the book, I analysed:  

 the technological context of the changes – it was especially important to identify key 

technologies which make it possible to develop digitization (computer, Internet, 

smartphone) and technologies which condition digital transformation (cloud, Internet of 

Things, Artificial Intelligence, robotization and blockchain); 

 definition of the term “digital economy” and its specificity – we pinpointed an increasing role 

of ICT and digital sector, new business models and the fact that today the whole economy is 

undergoing digital transformation; 

 the specificity of the business model of platforms – in the times of the 4.0 revolution, 

platforms enable scaling of intermediary services – unlike the third industrial revolution 

which was characterized by production scaling based on automation; 

 emergence of the 4.0 Industry as a new production model conditioned by the digital 

transformation, based on technological, process and organizational changes; 

 changes on the labour market resulting from platformisation and automation processes, we 

research the key challenges; 

 consumption pattern changes in four dimensions: emergence of a new consumption subject 

(consumer connected to the network at all times), new consumption localization in the 

internet, new consumption things and processes, especially collaborative consumption;  

 changes in the functioning of the state impacted by new technologies, such as e-services 

and new state functions with respect to regulating new economic phenomena; 

 impact of new technologies, especially new business models, on globalization processes, 

especially in the economic dimension.  

My cooperation with Prof. Renata Włoch has a real interdisciplinary nature. Both at the process of 
conceptualisation and text preparation, we were anchored in our disciplines in terms of theory, 

methodology and empirical studies (sociology in the case of Renata Włoch). I contributed by setting 
the reflexion on the digital economy within the language of terms from the field of macroeconomy, 

open economy and current economic literature. My individual contribution was at the level of 50%, 

at all stages of the book preparation, from the concept, through research up to writing the text. 

We conducted an in-depth analysis of the mechanisms described as “budding” in our book that 
appeared right before the COVID-19 pandemic, and which quickly, during the pandemic, became a 

pervasive and daily experience of all European countries (and not only). COVID-19 has also revealed 

the scale and scope of the new type of economy, emerging before our eyes: digital economy. I 

presented this acceleration, along with Professor Włoch, in another publication in Routledge, where 
we also conducted an in-depth analysis of transformation processes of the social-economic reality 

in pandemic:  



 
 

 

 Śledziewska K., Włoch R., 2021, The Economics of Digital Transformation. The Disruption 
of Markets, Production, Consumption, and Work. Routledge. 

Contribution: 50% at all stages of the book preparation, from the concept, through research up 

to writing the text 

In the publication, we presented concise theoretical and conceptual frameworks for economy 

digitization, its mechanisms and symptoms. The proposed conceptual frameworks help construct 

empirical interpretations, analysis and operational knowledge on digital economy. First and 

foremost, however, key mechanisms of the changes were identified: datafication (data effects) and 

platformisation (network effects), which were used to present:   

 what digital economy is – the technological context of the changes was described, along with 

four key change areas: devices, connectivity, services and content. The importance of 

connectivity was underlined, as well as of a growing number of hyper-connected digital 

devices which create network hubs and generate data, and the role of a breakthrough in 

Artificial Intelligence research; 

 how the development of digital platforms takes place using datafication, i.e. using data and 

smart algorithms (which is also identified as a “data-first, AI-first” model); 
 how datafication in goods production and services changes business models thanks to the 

integration of IT systems with operational systems, vertical and horizontal processes – 

consequently, both internal company’s structure and relations with customers, suppliers and 
subcontractors become network-based and open to platformisation; 

 how human work, both physical and mental, is increasingly automized and subject to 

datafication and platformisation processes (labour relations are increasingly taking place 

through intermediary digital platforms, at the local and global level); 

 how datafication or platformisation processes influence consumption, including 

personalisation and new consumption processes; development of new consumption objects 

is described: digital information goods (such as video streaming or online games) and smart 

products, supplemented by a range of services provided through in-built software; 

 characteristics of changes in global economy, including increase of transborder data flows – 

digital economy is by nature globalized, especially when it comes to trade in services, which 

increasingly covers digital information goods (digital content), smart products, services 

(digital and localized) provided through global digital platforms. This changes the position of 

states in global economy, but also of governments towards so called “Big Techs”, big 
technological corporations; 

 impact of the COVID19 pandemic on all areas of the emerging digital economy – an 

important turn in remote work, education and entertainment has made households and 

companies more dependent on digital infrastructure, products and services provided by a 

handful of powerful Big Techs.  

My cooperation with Prof. Renata Włoch had an interdisciplinary nature also when we worked on 

the second monograph, both its concept and writing the actual text. My individual contribution was 



 
 

at the level of 50%, at all stages of the book preparation, from the concept, through research up to 

writing the text. 

In the book, I referred to economy and sociology research pieces, as well as quoted numerous 

empirical examples from basic and applied studies that I conducted in DELab UW. The studies were 

published as reports, scientific articles and chapters of monographs. You can find them below: 

 Rożynek, S., Śledziewska, K., Włoch, R. (2020). Transformacja cyfrowa polskich 
przedsiębiorstw. Ocena zakresu wdrożenia rozwiązań z obszarów Przemysłu 4.0. [Digital 

transformation of Polish enterprises. Evaluation of the implementation of Industry 4.0 

solutions] In: Cyfryzacja w zarządzaniu. Ed. Laskowska-Rutkowska, A. Warszawa, 

CeDeWu, 195-214. 

Contribution: 40%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study 

method, preparation of conducted empirical studies, description 

 Nosalska, K., Śledziewska, K., Włoch, R. (2020). Przemysł 4.0, czyli na czym polega 
transformacja cyfrowa przedsiębiorstw [Industry 4.0: what does digital transformation 

of enterprises entail?] In:  Cyfryzacja w zarządzaniu. Ed. Laskowska-Rutkowska, A. 

Warszawa, CeDeWu, 11-30. 

Contribution: 40%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study 

method, preparation of conducted empirical studies, description 

 Zięba, D., Kokoszczyński, R. Śledziewska, K. (2019). Shock transmission in the 
cryptocurrency market. Is Bitcoin the most influential?. In: April 2019 International 
Review of Financial Analysis 64.  

Contribution: 10%, concept development 

 Śledziewska, K., Włoch, R. (2017). Should We Treat Big Data as a Public Good? In: The 
Responsibilities of Online Service Providers. Ed. Taddeo, M., Floridi, L., Springer 

International Publishing, 263-273. 

Contribution: 50% at all stages, from the concept, through research up to writing the 

text 

I regularly present the results of my work on economy and digital transformation during national 

and international scientific conferences, as well as industry conferences (among others European 

Economic Congress, 3.0 Sector, Impact). I also use them when I prepare new curricula for my 

classes at the Faculty of Economics at the University of Warsaw. Science popularization is important 

to me, which significantly enhances the impact that my research exerts on the development of the 

scientific discipline, as well as helps conduct a scientific debate about economic and social changes.   



 
 

Before the award of the habilitated doctor degree 

My biggest scientific achievement before I was awarded the habilitated doctor degree was a 

monograph. 

 Śledziewska K., 2012, Regionalizm handlowy w XXI wieku. Przesłanki teoretyczne i analiza 
empiryczna [Trade regionalism in 21st c. Theoretical premises and empirical analysis]. Warsaw, 

Wydawnictwa Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego. 

The monograph describes the results of studies on regional trade agreements (and the process of 

regionalism). Given that I believe this study to be one of my most important achievements, I would 

like to present the main thesis and conclusions in more detail below. 

The importance of trade regionalism has been rising. I defined the term as the cooperation process 

focused on the creation and implementation of the regime of discriminatory trade liberalisation, 

which is confirmed by the number of regional trade agreements (RTA) concluded globally. RTA is 

concluded as Partial Scope Agreement (PSA), Free Trade Agreement (FTA), Customs Union (CU) or 

Economic Integration Agreement (EIA). These types of regional trade agreements stand out mainly 

because of the intensity of their cooperation and a diverse scope of liberalisation of trade with goods 

and services.  

My monograph is complex and covers three scientific areas. First, the theory review, second, an 

analysis of the motives behind the states concluding regional trade agreements, and third, an 

analysis of my empirical studies’ results on the meaning and effects of trade regionalism. The book 

takes into account three stages of development of global trade regionalism, and my empirical 

studies focused on the last, third wave.  

In order to conduct an empirical study on the nature, meaning, effects and determinants of the third 

wave of trade regionalism, I developed a panel database of bilateral observations of pairs of 249 

countries in the years 1995-2009. I conducted studies on panel data, and I distinguished a few types 

of regional trade agreements, economic development stage of the states, their geography and the 

importance of the trade diversion. I used the gravitation model estimated using the Hausman-Taylor 

method and the binary regression model in my studies. 

To sum it up, the scientific projects in which I participated were crowned by the presentation of 

results at Polish and international scientific conferences and preparation of a few dozen of 

publications in ranked scientific journals, both in Poland and abroad, in monographs and joint 

publications (see a list of published scientific works). My publications and lectures at conferences 

have enriched Polish legacy in the field of economy, mainly thanks to my in-depth studies of 

globalisation and regionalism processes and identifying mechanisms that are the foundation of the 

global economy, especially of international trade exchange.  



 
 

Research work 

Participation in scientific teams supported by national calls for proposals in Poland 

During the first years after being awarded the degree of the habilitated doctor, I participated in the 

works of scientific teams which conduct projects financed from national competitions, mainly NCN 

(National Centre for Science) (including OPUS, which I was leading). The teams that I led and the 

works in which I participated were created as part of cooperation between various universities, 

including Warsaw School of Economics or University of Gdansk. The conducted scientific research 

focused on the issues related to international trade and economy. All the initiated projects 

succeeded, which was reflected in a few highly ranked scientific publications.  

The first cycle of research that I conducted was focused around the problems of global economy. I 

conducted the research as part of various scientific projects, mostly together with various teams and 

co-workers, also from outside of the University of Warsaw. The projects listed below are especially 

important and I was also their leader:  

 Leader of the project of the National Centre of Science “Znaczenie Wspólnej Polityki 
Handlowej państw Grupy Wyszehradzkiej” [Importance of the common trade policy in 

the countries of the Visegrad group] awarded on the basis of the decision no. DEC-

2013/09/B/HS4/01488 

 Leader of the project of the National Bank of Poland “Ocena zmiany konkurencyjności 
eksportu państw UE po kryzysie 2008/2009” [Evaluation of the change of export’s 
competitiveness in EU countries after the 2008/2009 crisis], January-October 2014  

 Leader of the project of the National Bank of Poland “Analiza determinant obrotów 
bieżących państw członkowskich Unii Europejskiej w latach 1995-2010” [Analysis of 
current accounts determinants in EU member states 1995-2010] (end date July 2013) 

My projects resulted in a number of publications, the most important of them are the 

following: 

 Gauger, I., Śledziewska, K, (2017). Is a model of Comprehensive Regionalism Trade-
Increasing for V4 Countries? Sectoral Approach. Prague, Prague Economic Papers, 1-19. 

Contribution: 50%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

preparation of conducted empirical studies, description of the conclusions 

 Akhvlediani, T., Śledziewska, K. (2017). Implications of the European integration: revisiting the 
hypothesis of ‘hub-and-spokes’ model. In: Baltic Journal of Economics, Jan 2017. 

Contribution: 50%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

preparation of conducted empirical studies 

 Akhvlediani, T., Śledziewska, K. (2017). What Determines Export Performances in High-tech 
Industries. In: Central European Economic Journal, Volume 1: Issue 48. 



 
 

Contribution: 50%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

preparation of conducted empirical studies 

 Akhvlediani, T., Śledziewska, K. (2016). The Impacts of Common Commercial Policy on Export 
Performances of Visegrad Countries. In: Prague Economic Papers. 

Contribution: 50%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

coordination of empirical studies 

I was the principal investigator in other projects of the National Centre for Science (in 

cooperation with scientists from the University of Warsaw, Warsaw School of Economics or 

University of Gdansk). In these projects I played the following roles:  

1. principal investigator; project of the National Centre of Science, “Trzy jubileusze: 
zjednoczenia Niemiec, utworzenia strefy euro i przekształcenia UE-15 w UE-25 - polska 

perspektywa” [Three anniversaries: unification of Germany, creation of the Euro zone and 

EU transformation from EU-15 into EU-25 – the Polish perspective] 2013/11/B/HS4/02126 

2. principal investigator; project of the National Centre of Science “Anatomia regionalnych 
umów handlowych. Co tak naprawdę ma znaczenie?” [Anatomy of regional trade 
agreements. What really matters?] 2014-2016; Sonata 2013/09/D/HS5/01328; project 

leader: Magdalena Słok-Wódkowska, PhD 

3. principal investigator; the project of the National Centre for Science “Wpływ umowy o strefie 
wolnego handlu Unia Europejska - Stany Zjednoczone na wielkość, charakterystykę i sposób 
zorganizowania światowej współpracy gospodarczej. Wnioski dla Polski” [Impact of the 

agreement on the free trade between the European Union and the United States on the 

volume, nature and organization of global economic cooperation. Conclusions for Poland], 

2014-2016, Opus 2013/09/B/HS4/01488, project leader: prof. Elżbieta Czarny 

4. investigator: project of the National Centre of Science “Analiza handlu zagranicznego Polski 
w świetle najnowszych koncepcji teoretycznych. Implikacje dla polityki gospodarczej w dobie 

kryzysu” [Analysis of Poland’s foreign trade in the light of modern theoretical concepts. 

Implications for economic policy in the times of crisis], Opus, project leader: Prof. Krystyna 

Gawlikowska-Hueckel, 2013-2016 

 

As part of the project “Trzy jubileusze: zjednoczenia Niemiec, utworzenia strefy euro i 
przekształcenia UE-15 w UE-25 - polska perspektywa” [Three anniveraries: unification of Germany, 

creation of the Euro zone and EU transformation from EU-15 into EU-25 – the Polish perspective], I 

researched the implications of economic integration on economic cooperation of Poland and other 

EU members. The research resulted in the following articles: 

 

 Czarny, E., Kuźnar, A., Śledziewska, K. (2017). Na ile innowacyjny jest eksport usług z Polski? 
[How innovative is services export in Poland?] In: Kwartalnik kolegium ekonomiczno-
społecznego studia i prace 2 (30)/2017, Warszawa, Oficyna Wydawnicza SGH. 

Contribution: 33%, concept and assumptions development, conducting empirical studies 



 
 

 Czarny, E., Śledziewska, K., Unia monetarna a intensywność wymiany towarowej – studium 
przypadku strefy euro. [Monetary union versus intensity of trade exchange – case study of 

the Euro zone] In: Acta Universitatis Lodziensis Folia Oeconomica 5(316)2015 

Contribution: 50%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

conducting empirical studies and their description 

 Czarny, E., Śledziewska, K. (2013). Analiza determinant obrotów bieżących państw 
członkowskich Unii Europejskiej w latach 1995–2011 [Analysis of current accounts 

determinants in EU member states 1995-2011] (end date July 2013) In: Materiały i Studia 
NBP, notebook 229. 

Contribution: 50%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

conducting empirical studies and their description 

The results of the research were also published as chapters in the monographs: 

 Śledziewska, K. (2016). Analiza determinant obrotów bieżących państw członkowskich Unii 
Europejskiej w latach 2004-2014 [Analysis of current accounts determinants in EU member 

states 1995-2014] In: Handel Międzynarodowy w rozwoju społeczno-ekonomicznym państw. 
Ed. Wydmus, S., Maciejewski, M. Warszawa, CeDeWu, 293-306.  

 Śledziewska, K. (2016). Znaczenie Wspólnej Polityki Handlowej państw Grupy Wyszehradzkiej 
[Importance of the common trade policy in the countries of the Visegrad group] In: Handel 
Międzynarodowy w rozwoju społeczno-ekonomicznym państw. Ed. Wydmus, S., 

Maciejewski, M. Warszawa, CeDeWu, 17-27.  
 Śledziewska, K. (2016). Analiza determinant obrotów bieżących państw członkowskich Unii 

Europejskiej w latach 2004-2014 [Analysis of current accounts determinants in EU member 

states 1995-2014] In: Handel Międzynarodowy w rozwoju społeczno-ekonomicznym państw. 
Ed. Wydmus, S., Maciejewski, M. Warszawa, CeDeWu, 293-306.  

As part of the project “Anatomia regionalnych umów handlowych. Co tak naprawdę ma 
znaczenie?” [Anatomy of regional trade agreements. What really matters?], I researched the 

impact of various scopes of regional trade agreements on the trade of the countries concluding 

the agreements. As part of the research, I have published, among others: 

 Słok-Wódkowska, M., Śledziewska, K. (2014). Umowy inwestycyjne Unii Europejskiej i jej 
państw członkowskich - porównanie BIT i RTA [Investment agreements in the European 

Union and members states – BIT and RTA comparison]. In: International Business and Global 
Economy. 

Contribution: 50%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

conducting empirical studies and their description 

 Słok-Wódkowska, M., Śledziewska, K. (2014). European Bilateral Investment Agreements – Is 
There a Real Value Added?. In: Social Science Research Network, Notebook: 13 

Contribution: 50%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

conducting empirical studies and their description 



 
 

In the project “Impact of the agreement on the free trade between the European Union and the 

United States on the volume, nature and organization of global economic cooperation. Conclusions 

for Poland”, I analysed potential consequences of the European Union concluding TTIP with the 

United States.  

 

 Czarny, E., Śledziewska, K., Integracja gospodarcza, potencjał gospodarczy i odległość jako 
determinanty handlu z zagranica - studium handlu Polski z Unia Europejska, Stanami 
Zjednoczonymi i pozostałymi państwami świata [Economic integration, economic potential 

and distance as determinants of trade with abroad – the study of Polish trade with the 

European Union, United States and other countries], In: Miscellanea Oeconomicae Studia i 

Materiały 3/2016. 

Contribution: 50%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

conducting empirical studies and their description 

 Czarny, E., Menkes, J., Śledziewska, K. (2015). Umowa o partnerstwie handlowo-

inwestycyjnym między Stanami Zjednoczonymi i Unią Europejską w dobie obecnej fazy 
regionalizmu i globalizacji [TTIP between the United States and European Union at the 

current regionalism and globalisation]. In: Studia i Materiały. Miscellanea Oeconomicae. 

Contribution: 33%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

conducting empirical studies and their description 

In the project “Analysis of Poland’s foreign trade in the light of modern theoretical concepts. 
Implications for economic policy at the times of a crisis”, I participated in working out new research 

methodology of trade determinants, but I also studied determinants of the Polish trade. The 

following articles are the most important results of my research:  

 

 Brodzicki, T., Śledziewska, K. (2016). The role of technology gap in the trade of Poland: Panel 
estimation in the gravity framework. In: International Business and Global Economy 2016, no. 

35/1, pp. 325–341. 

Contribution: 25%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

preparation of conducted empirical studies, description 

 Brodzicki, T., Ciołek, D., Śledziewska, K. (2017). What really determines Polish exports? Semi-
mixed effects gravity model for Poland. In: December 2017 Argumenta Oeconomica, 39(2) 

5-20. 

Contribution: 33%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

preparation of conducted empirical studies, description 

 Brodzicki, T., Śledziewska, K. (2016). The role of technology gap in the trade of Poland: Panel 
estimation in the gravity framework. International Business and Global Economy 2016, no. 

35/1, pp. 325–341 

Contribution: 50%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

preparation of conducted empirical studies, description 



 
 

The project resulted in a monograph as well, where I co-authored the following chapters:  

 Gawlikowska-Hueckel, K., Śledziewska, K. (2016). Handel wewnątrzgałęziowy w Polsce 
[Intra-industry trade in Poland] In: Analiza handlu zagranicznego Polski w świetle 
najnowszych koncepcji teoretycznych. Ed. Gawlikowska-Hueckel, K., Umiński, S. 
Wydawnictwo Naukowe Scholar, 119-130. 

Contribution: 50%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

preparation of conducted empirical studies, description 

 Brodzicki, T., Ciołek, D., Śledziewska, K. (2016). Determinanty poziomego i pionowego handlu 
wewnątrzgałęziowego [Determinants of vertical and horizontal inter-industry trade]. In: 

Analiza handlu zagranicznego Polski w świetle najnowszych koncepcji teoretycznych. Ed. 

Gawlikowska-Hueckel, K., Umiński, S. Wydawnictwo Naukowe Scholar, 135-141. 

Contribution: 33%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

preparation of conducted empirical studies 

 Brodzicki, T., Śledziewska, K. (2016). Determinanty wertykalnego i horyzontalnego handlu 
wewnątrzgałęziowego Polski. Analiza ekonometryczna [Determinants of vertical and 

horizontal inter-industry trade. Econometrics analysis] In: Handel Międzynarodowy w 
rozwoju społeczno-ekonomicznym państw. Ed. Wydmus, S., Maciejewski, M. Warszawa, 

CeDeWu, 41-62. 

Contribution: 50%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

preparation of conducted empirical studies 

 Gawlikowska-Hueckel, K., Śledziewska, K. (2016). Handel zagraniczny Polski po akcesji Polski 
do UE ze szczególnym uwzględnieniem dóbr wysokich technologii [Poland’s foreign trade 
after Poland’s accession to the EU, taking into account especially high technology goods]. In: 
Analiza handlu zagranicznego Polski w świetle najnowszych koncepcji teoretycznych. Ed. 

Gawlikowska-Hueckel, K., Umiński, S. Wydawnictwo Naukowe Scholar, 44-74. 

Contribution: 50%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

conducting empirical studies 

Coordination of the Action II.3.6. “Building Impactful Digital Alliance” as part of the 
Excellence Initiative at the University of Warsaw 

Since October 2020, I have been a Coordinator of the Action II.3.6. “Building Impactful Digital 
Alliance” as part of the Excellence Initiative, and to be more precise, the Priority Research Area V 

“Looking for regional solutions to global challenges”. This is how I introduce DELab UW actions to 

research excellence development, by strengthening and developing the scientific community of 

digital transformation scholars, paying special attention to the application of innovative and 

interdisciplinary theoretic, methodological and empirical approaches. My aim it to create IDA 

(Impactful Digital Alliance) – an innovative incubator of interdisciplinary scientific actions in the field 

of digital transformation undertaken at the University of Warsaw. I want to spread the DELab UW 

model that I developed, a model of organisational and methodological support for researchers from 



 
 

various disciplines, especially taking into account social and humanist researchers. My successes so 

far in terms of experimenting with innovative scientific methods and combining them with the 

methods that are traditionally grounded in social sciences show how important it is for supporting 

scientific excellence to have a scientific community with scientists from various fields, a community 

of a non-hierarchical nature, flexible, set at knowledge exchange and cooperation with the 

surroundings and a networked international cooperation. 

Along with DELab UW team, I have been developing a cooperation model for scientists based on: 

 sharing knowledge on new methods of working with data: obtaining data, processing data, 

its analysis and interpretation up to visualisation; 

 creating a space for experimenting with new sources of data, new methods and scientific 

tools which enable an advanced triangulation of quantitative and qualitative methods; 

 creating a community cooperating with UW, making it possible to obtain unique data on 

digital transformation processes from business partners and public institutions.  

My work was appreciated when in April 2021 the deans’ panel at the Faculty of Economic Studies of 
the University of Warsaw founded the Digital Transformation Faculty, which I have been directing 

from the beginning. It is a forum connecting scientists who deal with multidisciplinary research on 

challenges related to technological transformation. The general objective of the research is to 

specify conditions necessary to draw benefits from the technological transformation, for the private, 

public and social sector, and for consumers, as well as to define the areas that are at risk due to 

advancing digital transformation. These objectives, for a few years, have been followed by my PhD 

candidates, with spectacular results. They prepare PhD thesis and scientific articles about privacy on 

the net, sharing economy, changes of competences, the future of work and challenges related to 

micro mobility in smart cities: 

Participation in scientific teams supported by national calls for proposals in Poland 

In recent years, I have coordinated the participation of Polish scholars from the University of Warsaw 

in three international projects. I will describe the projects of NGI FORWARD, NGI Engineroom and 

ShareOn below.  

1. Coordinator of the DELAB team in the project NGI FORWARD: Horizon 2020, competition: 

H2020-ICT-2018-2020 Information and Communication Technologies, topic - ICT-24-2018-

2019, grant agreement no. 825652, 01/2019– 12/2021. Coordinator: NESTA. Partners: Aarhus 

Universitet, Edgeryders Ou, Van Kranenburg Robbert, Fondazione Innovazione Sociale Per, 

Gemeente Amsterdam. 

NGI Forward prepared a recommendation for the European Commission, based on the 

measurement of trends in digital technologies development and on the evaluation of the vision, 

strategy, values and road maps of the policy. The team that I coordinate uses the most modern data 

methodology and constantly identifies new technologies, social problems and communities which 

might play a key role in shaping the future of the internet. The project itself builds a strong 



 
 

community of key stakeholders (innovators, scholars, decision makers and all the society) around 

these topics, in order to develop NGI, by engaging both leading internet thinkers and innovators with 

a well-established position. Thanks to the newest quality and quantity research that my team 

conducts (such as deep learning, ethnography and methodologies of the future), the project 

identifies the main research and political needs and possibilities, thus making it possible for the 

group of stakeholders to take action. 

The results of the research are available at: https://fwd.delabapps.eu/ 

2. Coordinator of the DELAB team in the EU Explorations in Next Generation Internet 

project, emerging research opportunities, technologies and methods (EU Engineroom): 

Horizon 2020, competition: H2020-ICT-2016-2017 Information and Communication 

Technologies Call, topic – ICT-41-2017, grant agreement no. 780643, 10/2017– 03/2019. 

Coordinator: NESTA. Partners: Fundacio Eurecat (currently realised project) 

The EU Engineroom project has already been completed. It focused on creating an ambitious and 

very concrete vision of the future of the internet and developing the methodology of identifying the 

technologies and research areas which will be the basis of a vision of a more integrative, resilient and 

competitive internet in 2025. The methodology worked out by the team that I was coordinating is 

the key pillar of future NGI initiative stages, as the tool is east to replicate and complex, and allows 

constant identification and evaluation of the new technologies and trends. As part of the project, my 

team identified internet technologies and related research topics using various tools for data 

analysis in heterogenic sources (for example data from social networks such as Reddit, HackerNews 

and Twitter, academic repositories, such as Web of Science and Arxiv.org, and analysis of articles 

about the Wired network), in order to capture changes in the academic environment, big 

corporations, SMEs and civic society. 

3. Coordinator of the DELAB team in the ShareON project: COSME (Programme for 

Competitiveness of Enterprises and SMEs), competition: 251-G-GRO-PPA-16-9953, 

Opportunities for European Entrepreneurs in the Sharing Economy, grant agreement no. 

SI2.764050, 12/2017– 11/2019. Coordinator: Toruńska Agencja Rozwoju Regionalnego S. A. 
Partners: Unione Regionale Delle Camere Di Commercio Industria, Artigianato E Agricoltura 

Del Veneto, Bic Bratislava. Spol. S.R.O., Bulgarian Industrial Association - Union of The 

Bulgarian Business, Tartu Science Park Foundation Tsp. (completed project) 

The aim of the project was to work out an effective system of supporting stakeholders of the 

sharing economy, mainly SMEs and social companies, based on an ongoing exchange of experiences 

between key players and constantly mapped needs of stakeholders in order to acquire knowledge 

about their needs and provide efficient support services to encourage their growth and obtain 

benefits. 

The main objective of the team that I coordinated was to broaden knowledge and provide an 

advisory programme for sharing economy stakeholders, and, as a result, to discover the potential of 

platforms and start-ups in the sharing economy. The research consisted in mapping and describing 

https://fwd.delabapps.eu/


 
 

experiences in the regions of Eastern and Southern Europe, Poland, Estonia, Slovakia, Bulgaria and 

Italy. We identified 100 active SMEs and social companies with a huge growth potential. The mapping 

process was preceded by broad desk research about the typology of sharing economy business 

models which support stakeholders. I not only connected with representatives of companies and 

organisations, but also interviewed them and surveyed them. Next, the team systematised and 

analysed data from the survey in order to identify training needs of stakeholders engaged in the 

sharing economy ecosystem. The analysis covered data science methods and advanced visualisation. 

DELab UW summarised the results of the survey and interviews. On the basis of the data, DELab 

prepared a final report, training programme and materials. DELab UW was also active in supporting 

the development of the mentoring programme for companies and organisations participating in the 

project. 

You can find out more about the project and accompanying events here: 

https://www.delab.uw.edu.pl/projekty/sharon/  

Research at universities abroad 

Between 2004 and 2005 I conducted research at the School of Economics, University of 

Nottingham. My stay was financed from the scholarship of the Foundation for Polish Science, 

“Kolumb” programme. As part of my research, I worked with Prof. Ch. Milner and published the 

following article: 

 Milner, Ch., Śledziewska, K. (2008). Capturing Regional Integration Effects in the Presence of 
Other Trade Shocks. In: Open Economies Review, volume 19, no. 1, 43-54. 

Contribution: 50%, concept and assumptions development, working out the study method, 

conducting empirical studies and their description 

 

https://www.delab.uw.edu.pl/projekty/sharon/


 
 

Other scientific achievements 

Building an interdisciplinary scientific environment at the University of Warsaw 

2014 was a breakthrough year, when a scientific, interdisciplinary programme of digital economy 

research was created at the University of Warsaw in cooperation with Google: Digital Economy Lab 

(DELab UW). The founding document reads: “The Digital Economy Lab (“DELab”) is an 
interdisciplinary center being established at Grantee’s organization to conduct research on 
transformation related to the development of information and communication technologies and 

draw up solutions in the scope of the effective application of new technologies in the economy and 

society in Poland and the CEE. DELab‘s focus will be research in innovation and digital skills that 

boost the modern digital economy” (Grant Agreement Google-UW 2014). DELab UW’s objective was 
to build a strong, interdisciplinary research potential, collecting knowledge about digitalisation from 

various fields and scientific disciplines, establishing the centre for expertise and recommendations in 

the fields of digitisation and innovation, as well as creating a space for students’ and PhD candidates’ 
development. I won the competition to become DELab UW’s coordinator, was next appointed the 

programme’s director and embarked on the implementation of ambitious plans set for DELab by the 
University of Warsaw.  

I was responsible for DELab’s development and I focused on building a research programme 
devoted to digital economy and digital transformation in more general terms. I assembled an 

interdisciplinary team around the programme, a team of young scientists interested in digitisation, 

representing economy, sociology, law and political sciences. The number of employees fluctuated 

depending on the project, right now DELab has four independent researchers with UW professor 

titles which conduct their research as part of a joint programme, seven PhDs and seven PhD 

candidates.  

An important field of my scientific activity is building an interdisciplinary scientific environment 

focused around the research on the digital transformation process and supporting young 

researchers in undertaking challenges in terms of exploring new economic phenomena related to 

digital transformation. Polish science needs internationalisation, but it should also be based on social 

and economic reality, I make sure to work with business, public institutions and NGOs which are 

active in the field of digital transformation. I believe this is the only way to understand the complexity 

of digital transformation. I have been using this approach as DELab UW’s coordinator. 

In the period 2014-2021, we have obtained and completed almost fifty research projects (some are 

still being realised), including six international projects from H2020 and from the National Centre for 

Research and Development (such as InnoSup, EEN, ChainReact, CoMobility). We also conduct 

research for the social-economic milieu, such as important research projects on digital 

competences, the future of work, Industry 4.0, work automation in various sectors of the economy, 

etc. From the very beginning, DELab has been organising open scientific seminars, in various 

formats, as well as summer schools; it organises and co-organises scientific conferences (I 

organised three international conferences in DELab); it publishes working papers, it is a partner for 



 
 

international networks and leading European centres, such as NESTA, Fundacio Eurecat, Aarhus 

Universitet, Edgeryders Ou, Van Kranenburg Robbert, Fondazione Innovazione Sociale Per, 

Gemeente Amsterdam.  

Coordinating DELab is difficult from the administrative perspective, but it has been very important 

for my scientific development: working with researchers from the fields other than economy, a 

complex view of digitisation, cooperation during the projects from Horizon 2020 that I coordinated 

allowed me to enrich my research apparatus and broaden the understanding of digitisation 

processes by other perspectives and approaches. What was also important was my experience in 

terms of managing team work. It was even more difficult that being a director of an interdisciplinary 

research programme, formally, I am not my co-workers’ superior. It was necessary for me to 

develop social skills and competences necessary to build a team, foster open communication, 

motivate and strengthen my team members. At the same time, I am responsible for obtaining funds 

for the programme which has never been financed from the University of Warsaw. From the very 

beginning it was clear that once money from the founding grant is over, DELab must be able to self-

finance. 

Today DELab UW still functions as an autonomic, interdepartmental project at the University of 

Warsaw, with a flagship mission of conducting interdisciplinary research on digital economy, society 

and the state of legal regulations which make it possible to develop and implement new economic 

and business models. 

Works and projects commercialising knowledge 

As part of DELab, I have been conducting a few dozen research projects on the following topics: 

Industry4.0, future and change of work specialisation, digital transformation of universities, situation 

of women on the labour market, digital maturity of enterprises, automation of work and its impact 

on specific sectors, sharing economy, as well as a diagnosis of the impact of digitization on the 

economy, society and individuals. As part of DELab UW, I also recently conducted, at the demand of 

external entities, numerous analyses on the impact of COVID-19 on the labour market, the quality of 

life and progress of digital transformation of enterprises. 

Scientific work and a few dozen projects that I coordinated in DELab UW have encouraged a debate 

in the Polish academia about digital transformation and technological revolution in the 4:0 economy. 

My expert opinions on digital competences and the future of work in the times of automation and 

robotization have become the basis for strategies and actions, such as undertaken by the public 

administration (e.g. Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Digitisation, Platform of the Industry of the 

Future) or industry (pharmaceutical, automotive).   

Most of my research in recent years has been conducted in cooperation with the social and business 

community of the University of Warsaw:  

 international institutions, such as EBRD or European Bruegel Think Tank; 



 
 

 public administration, including Ministry for Development, Ministry for Foreign Affairs, 

Ministry of Digitization and local administrations (City of Warsaw); 

 companies, such as Polpharma, Nationale Nederlanden or MyTaxi; 

 institutions and foundations (Fundacją Platforma Przemysłu Przyszłości [Future Industry 
Platform Foundation], Cyberium Foundation, Fundacja Sieć Przedsiębiorczych Kobiet 
[Foundation of the Network of Female Entrepreneurs], Polish Economic Institute 

Foundation, Polish Association of Pharmaceutical Industry Employers). 

The model of active involvement of players from outside of the academia to the discussion and co-

creation of the research process does not only boost the University’s potential, but first and 
foremost enables to better understand the analysed questions, taking into account various 

perspectives, both the scientific-academic, represented by the academia, and the business-

implementation side, represented by the external ecosystem. 

My research aims at a multidimensional analysis of the digital transformation process, both from the 

perspective of an enterprise and a public institution. My team and I use modern measurement 

methods (among others data scraping, advanced programming and data visualisation in digital 

programmes). DELab stands out because it implements a wide methodology in terms of quantitative 

and qualitative data, as well as data science and an interdisciplinary approach to the research 

questions. The research method is adjusted to the needs of entities which contract research (such 

as private entities, public institutions and NGOs). DELab UW team prepares reports that are 

summaries of the conducted projects that I coordinated. The reports are a perfect example of how 

academia can cooperate with the social and economic environment. Thanks to the cooperation, the 

knowledge is commercialised and used by interested external entities (see repository of scientific 

reports at DELab UW website: https://www.delab.uw.edu.pl/publikacje/).  

Impact on the shape of economic policy 

Together with the DELab UW team, I have conducted projects commercialising knowledge and 

implementation projects. I have participated in many scientific and sectoral conferences, debates, 

panels and meetings of various councils and committees (on average once a week, for a few years). 

The main objective of the activities was to deepen the knowledge about digital transformation 

processes, looking for new ways of obtaining data, building DELab UW’s position in the community, 

and finally projects impacting the social and economic surroundings.  

DELab has been anchored as an important competence centre in the digital economy field, which 

allowed me to enter Polish and international research networks and institutions playing an 

important role in shaping public policies in various sectors of the economy, thanks to their acclaimed 

expertise. I am a member of various working groups and councils (member of the working group on 

AI (GRAI) at the Chancellery of the Prime Minister, member of the Programme Council of the Centre 

for Technology Ethics and, 2017-2019, member of the Council for Digitisation). In 2016, I was the 

Director of the Bruegel Review Task Force Committee and I conducted evaluation for the years 

2013-2015.  My cooperation with public institutions and expert centres is less formal, but intense, 

such as Oxford Internet Institute, Breughel Institute, ETUI (The European Trade Union Institute) or 

https://www.delab.uw.edu.pl/publikacje/


 
 

Visegrad Fund. Participation in these bodies gives me a chance to co-shape policies which impact 

the digital transformation process in Poland. It is a new role for me, which does not only entail a lot 

of responsibility, but also requires sensitivity to ethical questions and meticulousness in following 

standards and methodology in my original discipline. 



 
 

Didactic and organisational achievements and popularisation 

I conduct didactic classes at the Faculty of Economic Sciences at the University of Warsaw as part of 

the “International Economy” course. I began my career at the university conducting seminars on 
Macroeconomy II and International Economic Relations. Right now, I lecture on the Theory of 

Economic Integration, Common EU Policies, Regional Integration Groupings and conduct tutorials on 

such topics as empirical analysis of international economy problems. I also conduct diploma and MA 

seminars on widely understood international economy. I have been a supervisor of over 100 MA 

thesis and 30 BA thesis defended at the Faculty of Economic Studies UW.  

Introducing classes on economic integration was one of my main didactic achievements. Let me 

remind you that it was one of the main challenges in the process of integrating Poland with the 

European Union. This is why my handbook written with PhD Anna Czarczyńska (two editions) was so 
well received. 

 Czarczyńska, A., Śledziewska, K. (2006). Teoria europejskiej integracji gospodarczej 
[Theory of European economic integration]. Warszawa, C. H. Beck. 

Contribution: 50% at all stages of the book preparation, from the concept, through research 

up to writing the text 

 Czarczyńska, A., Śledziewska, K. (2002). Teoria europejskiej integracji gospodarczej 
[Theory of European economic integration]. Warszawa, C. H. Beck. 

Contribution: 50% at all stages of the book preparation, from the concept, through research 

up to writing the text 

Right now, at the Faculty of Economic Studies UW, I have been preparing an offer of classes focused 

on the topics related to the application of new research tools, obtaining new, digital sources of data 

and, first and foremost, digital economy topics. I conduct my own lectures, where I present how 

economic mechanisms change under the influence of digitisation. I lecture in Polish and English, at 

MA level and PhD level at the University of Warsaw.  

Thanks to the cooperation with Google, which provided the Data Analyst Track course, I ran and 

coordinated an experimental didactic path “Digital Economy” at the University of Warsaw. The path 
is a response to the needs of acquiring knowledge on digital economy and innovativeness due to 

digital transformation, polishing competences of the future and shaping critical thinking and ability 

to solve complex problems. Its innovative nature is based on data obtained from the study 

conducted by DELab at the request of the Polish Development Fund Group and Google. The path 

meets expectations of the respondents to obtain during their studies the competences necessary to 

solve complex problems and boost creativity. Participation in the course also gives the possibility to 

gain competences on programming and data visualisation, and the partnership with Google Polska 

gives participants access to certified courses. The objective of my path is to give students the skills 

on data science and teach them how to use them in digital economy. The toolbox covers data 

collection methods (web scraping, API) and their analyses (machine learning, text mining), as well as 



 
 

ways of attractive presentation and visualisation of data. Digital economy issues broaden students’ 
knowledge by the newest and most innovative aspects on digital transformation of economies, 

including the market of internet platforms, sharing and attention economy, smart cities and privacy 

protection on the web. 

In the last years, I have built the scientific environment, invited young, promising researchers, 

sometimes as early as when they were writing their MA thesis. I am ready to engage in this kind of 

activity, because I am deeply convinced that science is a team discipline and independent 

researchers and lecturers are responsible for supporting the development of young adepts. It is 

equally important for me to build the culture of applied research and promoting and popularising 

science.  

I have achieved a lot in terms of supervising PhD candidates. The first PhD candidate that I 

supervised, Wojciech Hardy, received the START scholarship shortly before his defence, a 

scholarship for leading young scientists from the Foundation for Polish Science. After the award of 

the PhD title, Wojciech Hardy has published in such reviewed journals as: Behaviour & Information 

Technology, Economic Systems, Information Economics and Policy or Journal of Cultural 

Economics. In April 2020, he qualified for the 7th edition of meetings with Nobel Prize laureates in 

Lindau. In the second half of 2021, he will become the coordinator of a new 4-year project as part of 

the OPUS grant from the Polish Centre for Science. 

Among my PhD students who are already very advanced in their work you can find: 

 Kristóf Gyódi – conducts rich research on contemporary economy changes, uses new data 

sources and scientific methods based on big data analytics. His research has helped better 

understand the functioning of the Airbnb network in the context of impact on cities 

development and tourism. He was the first one to conduct in-depth research on Airbnb in 

Poland. He coordinated the Preludium project from the Polish Centre for Science on short-

term rental. He is a member of the NGI Forward team. He has already published four articles 

for the total number of 420 points. 

 Michał Paliński – In DELab UW, he is analysing the impact of new technologies on economy 

and society. In his research, he focuses on internet development, especially on economic 

aspects of privacy management on the net. He uses data science methods and micro-

econometric modelling. He coordinated the Preludium project from the Polish Centre for 

Science on the paradox of privacy on the web. Right now, he is concluding his PhD project at 

the Faculty of Economic Studies UW on the pricing of personal data. He participates in 

international Horizon 2020 projects related to the EU Next Generation Internet initiative. 

 Łukasz Nawaro – in his research, he focuses on cities from the perspective of economy and 

digital transformation, especially on transport. Shared mobility, micro mobility, autonomic 

vehicles, Internet of Things are the things that investors put a lot of hopes in, which is shown 

in the pricing of the biggest technological companies on the market, very often it is higher 

than traditional leaders on the automotive market. In his research and modelling of mobility 

users’ behaviours, Łukasz Nawaro combines the theory of economy with data science 
methods. He coordinates the Preludium project at the Polish Centre for Science on micro 



 
 

mobility, but he is also a member of the team in the OPUS project. Right now, he also works 

in the EU FORWARD project from the Horizon 2020 programme. He has published an article 

for 200 points.  

Last year, I accepted two more PhD candidates.  

The dynamic development of my programme which, apart from the applied and popularising aspect, 

has a dominant scientific component, has encouraged me to create my own department at my 

original Faculty of Economic Studies. 



 
 

The most important distinctions resulting from conducted 

research or development works 

A year-long scholarship from the Foundation for Polish Science, under the “Kolumb” programme, 
was an important stage in scientific work. It was my second scholarship of the Foundation for Polish 

Science – in 1998 I received a year-long National Scholarship for young researchers. In the academic 

year 2005/2006, I was a beneficiary of another programme of the Foundation: “Kolumb – 

supporting grants”. 

In 2007, I obtained one of the most prestigious prizes for scientist: 

 Prize of the Polityka weekly “Zostańcie z nami” [Stay with us] for young scientists. 2007 

Other distinctions: 

 Habilitation scholarship, University of Warsaw, 04.2009-03.2011, 

 Team prize of the Rector of the Warsaw School of Economics for the book “Polska w handlu 
światowym” [Poland in world trade], PWE, Warszawa 2009, co-author: Czarny E., 

 Team prize of the Rector of the Warsaw School of Economics for the book “Polska. Raport o 
konkurencyjności 2010” [Poland. Report on competitiveness 2010]. Klastry przemysłowe a 
przewagi konkurencyjne (co-author of the chapter on Polish inter-industry trade), 

 Scholarship of the Rector of the University of Warsaw, 2004 

In the recent years, I have achieved: 

 3rd place in the competition DGP “Economicus” in the category for the best book 

popularising economic knowledge for the book Gospodarka cyfrowa. Jak nowe technologie 

zmieniają świat. [Digital economy. How new technologies have been changing the world]. 
 Laureate of the 100 List of the 19th Agreement on Digital skills in Poland, The Management 

Board of the Polish IT Association https://bit.ly/34fcsBd 

 NAWA "Science in Poland in 34 Snapshots", distinction for the DELab UW team 

 Digital Shapers prize in the category education – prize for digitisation and new technologies 

leaders in Poland, awarded by 120 members of the Digital Academy, 13 November 2018. 

 Individual prize of the Rector of the University of Warsaw, 15 October 2018 and 2019. 

 Team prize of the Rector of the Warsaw Schools of Economics on scientific activity for the 

book “Międzynarodowa współpraca gospodarcza w warunkach kryzysu” [International 
economic cooperation in times of crises], 5 December 2013 

In the coming years, I will continue research on digital transformation mechanisms, combining them 

with my scientific experience in the field of globalisation and regionalism. My interests will focus on 

digital globalisation phenomena in the economic and social dimension. 


